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Le Bonsir
While LE BONSIR has just gone to the
paddock,
LOVEYAMADLY
has
just
commenced and these two stable stars have
continued on a run of success that United
Syndications owners have enjoyed in recent
times. These BLACK TYPE horses have had
a terrific run of the most consistent racing
possible as evidenced by their records. LE
BONSIR 24 starts for 8 wins, 4 seconds and
3 thirds $341,950 whilst LOVEYAMADLY has
had just the 11 starts for 6 wins, 3 seconds
and 1 third for $316,138. Her only failure was
when she pulled up injured in the GROUP 3
Irwin Stakes in Adelaide. A tough and durable
6YO LE BONSIR had his best ever prep to
date winning just on $170,000 with his
highlight being a third in the GROUP 1 Moir
Stakes at Moonee Valley. He went to the
paddock a sound horse and will be set for the
LISTED Abel Stakes at Moonee Valley in
March next year, the same race that
LOVEYAMADLY won this year. She too has
commenced this prep in terrific style running
an excellent second to the inform Vatican in
the LISTED Doveton Stakes last week. She
has more importantly pulled up very well from
that run and goes to either the LISTED
Christmas Stakes on Boxing Day OR the
GROUP 3 Standish Handicap on New Year’s
Day. She will take enormous benefit out of
her most recent run and will improve lengths
so is a definite must follow horse for the
future.
3YO Bel Esprit filly RAISE YOUR SPIRITS is
set to resume at Bendigo this coming week
after 2 nice trials and has come back a more

mature horse this time around. Her first 2
runs last time in should be ignored to some
extent as she was very immature last time
around but looks to have come back a
different horse and we are very happy on her
progress to date.
In other stable news our Adelaide
representative DISTINCTIVE FLYER is in
the early stages of her pre-training and
needs to shape up this time in or she will
need to repay us back via the breeding barn.
This beautiful daughter of Flying Spur should
be a real chance at stud given her pedigree
and her progeny should be highly sought
after at the sales when they eventually
appear. TURF PRINCE had been most
impressive, winning at Wangaratta by 5
lengths on debut with the Ledgers until
recently where it was discovered that further
throat surgery was necessary which has
subsequently been done and requires 4
weeks recovery. He had been flying with
John and the door is not closed on him as
yet as he is expected to make a full recovery
with further wins in store.
VIBRANCE, our Magic Millions filly is just
over a rather nasty virus that knocked her
around for about 1 month. Dull and listless in
the coat when I ventured up to inspect her
on Melbourne Cup day she is now fully back
on her food and has a lovely shine to her
coat which sees her now back in full pretraining with John Ledger. It is definitely
hoped that she can make her way down to
Mick’s in the coming weeks for a look see at
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Loveyamadly

Caulfield.
SHOT OF COURAGE has completed her
initial 2YO pre-training stint with John but
has been allowed to be turned out and spell
instead of knocking him around at Caulfield.
This HUSSONET/DAMSELFLY colt is a little
behind the eight ball physically but did
everything right and had a lovely
temperament. He will be a cracking 3YO as
he has about a hand and a half still to go in
the wither. I think we will all benefit from the
time we are giving him and he will be a
different horse when that growth kicks in.
C’MON GET HAPPY our All American 2YO
unfortunately sustained a serious injury after
showing above average ability at Caulfield
recently. The good news is that she is well
on the way to recovery and is progressing
well. Lovely filly this and with a positive
outlook for her racing career ahead all we
have to do is be patient as I want to give this
filly every opportunity of returning safely to
the track and live up to what she has shown.
If she can then I think all syndicate members
will be in for some fun!
Our final Australian 2YO ROYAL SNITZEL

gave every indication that she is heading on
a similar path to that of her mother ROYAL
CHARADES - (8 wins from 18 starts
including 4 in town) having just been turned
out. Very impressive at Caulfield and trialled
up nice ROYAL SNITZEL is now being
asked to enjoy life for a while before making
her race track debut next year. A precocious
daughter of SNITZEL she shows that she
wants to be race horse just falling short in a
lead up to her trial by training off and
needing a rest. Look out for her in 2014!
OUR CHIQUITA - our NZ High Chaparral
filly is in the early stages of pre-training with
John Ledger and rounding out our stable
ONPICALO is ready to resume pre-training
any time just being held back a touch to
avoid the hard tracks as is LADY
BLAKENEY who is also ready to resume pre
-training after showing plenty only to sustain
a back injury curtailing her last prep. A lovely
Sir Percy filly where time has been her
friend.
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NZ UPDATE
Our NZ stable continues to flourish with some
exciting horse flesh now moving through their
paces. Of note is our HIGH CHAPARRAL/LA
QUINTA GOLD filly who is just nearing the
end of her first real prep with Paul Shailer at
Matamatta. Does everything right according
to Paul and a lovely nature sees her go to the
barriers this week before spelling but all has
gone well as has the case with our
MASTERCRAFTSMAN gelding who has
gone hand in hand with the filly. His only

issue is that all he wants to do is grow and is
going to be a big horse (not a 2YO) however
has pleased in everything he has done-lovely
nature and attitude so it appears as though we
just have to let nature do what nature does
before fully testing him. Also in the picture are
our 2 Rip Van Winkle yearlings. These two are
both thriving under NZ conditions and will be
broken in around Feb next year. Look out for
the Rip Van Winkle’s at the sales next year.
They are all very athletic individuals!

RIP VAN WINKLE/TAHEYA COLT AS A WEANLING

NOW LOOK AT ME!
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SYNDICATION UPDATE - BEWARE!
Whilst it would be inappropriate for me to personally comment on the negative news recently
regarding BC3 Thoroughbreds as I am not fully aware of all the facts regarding their business
dealings, it is appropriate for me to urge ALL of my members and the wider general public to
ensure that when buying shares in horses whether it be with United Syndications OR not to
please do so with a Syndicator that IS LICENCED i.e. has an AFS licence and that that licence
is prominently displayed on that particular syndicators advertising material.
Unlike BC3 who do NOT have an AFS licence United Syndications have held such a licence for
21 years-the holder of which goes through an exhaustive character assessment to ascertain as
to whether they are a fit and proper person to hold such a licence and are subject to a similar
financial assessment of the same scrutiny. ALL LICENCED syndicators report to ASIC yearly
and provide FULL financials to our governing body Racing Victoria again on a yearly basis and
we are fully accountable and compliant to both ASIC and Racing Victoria.
I personally had concerns for some time on the ability of some entities (who were unlicensed
and some of which still are) being able to portray themselves as syndicators, giving the
impression to the general public that they are offering the same security to investors as licenced
syndicators, ie that they are subject to the same stringent reporting requirements to ASIC and
Racing Victoria and that they must have been subject to the same character and financial
scrutiny as we licenced syndicators had undertaken to initially obtain our licence however this is
simply NOT the case. The media in general have also added to the confusion by recognising
BC3 as ‘syndicators’.
It seems again for whatever reason a crack has appeared and I as well as a prominent/
reputable group of LICENCED syndicators from Victoria were already well under way prior to the
BC3 disaster to form an association and had already commenced conducting open dialogue
with key Racing Victoria personnel regarding this exact issue on unlicensed syndicators.
Unfortunately we are too late with regard to BC3 however if there is only 1 legacy I leave in the
industry it is to ensure that ALL syndicators are LICENCED which I believe is paramount to
integrity and to the ongoing successful contribution that syndicators make in the market place
today where success and enjoyment can be seen with syndicators winning races almost on a
daily basis!

Merry Christmas
Both Lauren and I would like to take this
opportunity of personally wishing all members and
their families a very Merry Xmas and New Year
and a big thanks for the ongoing support and
commitment to United Syndications that everyone
has made. I am very proud of our success in what
is a tough and often demanding industry however
I can only continue to the best of my ability an
assurance to commit to integrity and to provide
the
highest
level
possible
regarding
communication direct from the track with email
updates/video replays being emailed out to all
members.2014 looks to be the most exciting
yearling sales yet and with both Magic Millions
and NZ catalogues done with due credit being
given to both of those respective sales companies
involved I can assure everyone that there are
many mouth-watering pedigrees to look out for!

